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Abstract. If supply is to price then supplying is too pricing. This research explains the principle of doubting concerning prices and further is the outlook for levels of satisfaction and satisfactoriness in price supply. The chance of probable certainty of certain prices is the treaty of an exchange system of exchange tenure in the policing of exchange opportunities.
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1 Introduction

Policy exchange choice is a lifelong process of decision making in which the consumer seeks to find the optimal fit between right and opportunity to chose between different things. It is the process that remains open as long as one makes and expects to make decisions about the supply of deliberate plan of actions in an exchange system by an agent. The individual fulfilling the requirements of the exchange environment is called

Correspondence. [1]

---
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Policy Exchange Opportunity is the chance of supplying deliberate plan of actions in an exchange system by an agent to guide decisions and achieve rational outcome. It is the situation of decision making on the supply of deliberate plan of actions in an exchange system by an agent. Policy exchange opportunity involves risk in the decision making on the optimal supply of policy actions or policy plans. Policy exchange opportunity is not about luck but deliberate plan of actions. The continuous and dynamic process by which the individual seeks to achieve and maintain rational outcome is called “Policy Adjustment”. The chances of supplying deliberate plan of actions in an exchange system by an agent is termed as “Exchange Tenure”. Exchange tenure is the individual right to live in the policy exchange system. The period of time during which an individual has an exchange job is the “action” or “policy” tenure. The action tenure is elapsed after the action tenure deadline is reached. This means that policy exchange opportunity creates a time-to-live variable to guide decisions and achieve rational outcome by both modal and temporal logics. Organisational correspondence is the exchange environment of the organisation fulfilling the requirements and constraints off the individual.

Stability of the correspondence between the individual and the exchange environment is manifest as tenure in the exchange job that an organisation must fulfil the requirements and constraints off the individual. Also the exchange environment fulfilling the requirements and constraints off the individual. Tenure is a function of correspondence between the individual and the exchange environment. Satisfactoriness and satisfaction indicate the correspondence between the individual and their exchange environment.

The limits of satisfactoriness and satisfaction is determined by the levels of satisfactoriness and satisfaction observed for a group of individuals with substantial tenure in a specific exchange environment. Tenure can be predicted for other individuals from the limits of satisfactoriness and satisfaction. The exchange details of individuals whom fall within the limits of satisfactoriness and satisfaction for which substantial tenure can be predicted, may be inferred to be correspondent with specific exchange environment. Work, exchange-detail, exchange environ and correspondence arguments can be used to predict satisfactoriness and satisfaction, indicators of correspondence in the exchange adjustment process. These arguments can also be used to predict tenure.
Choice of policy exchange is a rational or logical prime. If a supply is to a price then supplying is too pricing.

Then, the policy exchange opportunity is the probable pricing of deliberate plan of actions in an exchange system by an agent. Pricing motivates a group of individuals to action. Whether we are consumers or producers, prices motivates us to action. Securing the most value from resources is the price and it is the objective of economic choice.

The cognition of the probable, which is to be regarded as an approximation to certainty becomes the approximation to certainty of pricing deliberate plan of actions in an exchange system.

By probability is to be understood a holding-to-be-true out of insufficient reasons. However, it bears a greater proportion to the sufficient ones than the reasons of the opposite. The reasons of a holding-to-be-true is therefore objectively valid and there must always be a standard by which it can be estimated. This standard is called “Standard Exchange System”. This standard is certainty. Such is a logical prime for the proportion of insufficient reasons to the sufficient reason can be mathematically weighed. The standard exchange system will give a knowledge system to derive agreement on the pricing. No one can give any general rules of probability at all because the error will not strike on one but on the same side. A subject is not able to explain oneself distinctly and definitely about the ground of doubt because it has in the distinctly and definitely about the ground of doubt because it lies in the price itself and in the subject. To be able to remove such scruples, the distinctness and determined-
ness of the pricing must be raised. If this is not done the doubt merely turns away the agent from achieving rational outcomes.

All doubts concerning prices of information goods must be resolved, make comprehensive how the err originated in equal amount and degree. By comparing the price of information good by a market price in the standard exchange system, we can always compare our cognitions often with one another. It is therefore modest to put forward an individual’s objections as doubts.

The principle of doubting consists of maxim treatment of cognitions by making prices uncertain and showing the impossibility of attaining certainty.

The standard exchange system is a very useful procedure which makes one examine the sources of one’s affirmations- A method that gives hope of attaining certainty in pricing. The Copernican system, on the contrary, is a hypothesis from which everything to be explained by it. The standard exchange system is a imperative and practical. This is to be understood that it expresses a possible free action by which a certain end it to made actual. The value of information good is an unconditional value because the end to which the practical use of cognition is directed in an unconditional end. The standard exchange system is a critical system for the grounds on which the economy must rest. It is also the highest certainty on the tracking of price truth. The procedure of making decisions will then become the explicit context within which the individual’s discourse in this task will find focus.

The process of making informed decisions is the choice context within which the individual must operate. In terms of satisfactions to be derived from the standard ex-
change system are the social interaction and the social status which are linked to the exchange job.

There are two chosen primes of standard exchange systems:

1. **Social Welfare**: The efforts of the organisation result in benefits to the individual in terms of safety and fairness.

2. **Economic Security**: The need to feel assured of a continuing fulfilment or attaining off certain prices. Unwillingness to take a chance of supplying in deliberate plan of actions.

**2 Conclusion**

The second introduction to composite theory of polex choice is continued with the chances of supplying deliberate of action by an agent. Terms like policy tenure, exchange tenure and more were in used to explain the standard exchange system to be used in placing on the table a price supply of certain issue of doubt. Some chosen primes of standard exchange system are made.
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